On restrictions and notes concerning remittance from Japan
Points to keep in mind when using Forex Japan KK (our company)
Our company

Please be aware of the following regarding your use.

Our remittance service is not exchange transactions carried out by banks etc.
This remittance does not accept deposits, savings, periodic savings etc. ( as prescribed in Article 2,
paragraph 4 of the Banking Law ) .
This remittance is not subject to insurance payment prescribed in Article 53 of the Deposit
Insurance Act or Article 55 of the Agriculture, Fishing Industry Cooperative Association Insurance
Act .
In accordance with the fund settlement law, we deposit the full amount of performance
guarantee money for customers for the Tokyo Legal Affairs Bureau.
This service is available to individual and corporate customers.
Since we have a membership registration system, those who wish to use the foreign remittance
service must first register as a member.
One of the remittance limit can be up to 1 million yen (However, if you are limited by the local
laws and regulations, you have the maximum amount.), Remittance number will be a maximum of
5 times a day.
The currency to be accepted in Japan is the yen currency, and the receipt in the foreign country is
the local currency.

Conversion of yen into foreign currency will be converted based on the

Company 's exchange rate, and the exchange rate may include exchange margin specified by the
Company .
When the recipient receives the funds, it depends on the receiving method, but it is necessary to
present the ID of the addressee himself .

In the case of bank account deposit this is not the limit.

We are, if you exit the remittance by the orders of the remitter, to notify the reference number to
the remitter.

Since the reference number is necessarily required upon receipt of remittance

funds or inquiries, please remit the remitter together with the transaction data on remittance
under the responsibility of the remittance agent.
We will not be responsible if transaction information leaks to other than the payee due to the
remittance of the remitter .
This service can not be used for fraudulent remittance under any criminal profit transfer
prevention law in any case.

In order to prevent money laundering, we collate against the list of

regulated persons issued by the government and refuse to offer this service when it matches the
list, or in case of doubtful remittance.
forces.

We will also block any relationship with any antisocial

We refuse any transactions concerning remittance from antisocial forces.

